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Our Vision

FEWS 2007 will be used as a sustainable and 

effective model for future events

FEWS events will exceed the expectations of 

delegates, speakers, sponsors and suppliers

FEWS organisers will learn and gain valuable 

experience about project management and 

business development 

FEWS participants will make lasting friendships 

and develop global networks of great value

FEWS events will inspire participants to use 

entrepreneurship to become successful individuals

FEWS will offer delegates a sense of corporate 

social responsibility 

FEWS will awaken delegates to the immense 

opportunities in a globalised marketplace



Sponsors
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Message from the director

What a journey we’ve had this year. With an enthusiastic and dynamic team of fifteen 

Macquarie students we turned an ambitious idea into a successful venture. We developed 

the curriculum and organised a great event which had a huge impact on nearly fifty 

promising  young delegates. These delegates are now better equipped with the knowledge, 

team work skills, and confidence to start their own corporate or not-for-profit enterprises.

This report illustrates the Inaugural Future Entrepreneurs of the World Summit through 

photos and written analysis. It is intended that this report and the FEWS online guidebooks 

will assist successive organisers of FEWS events. The efforts of my team has proven that 

students can develop and run educational programs which are practical, international and 

highly effective. We look forward to helping the next FEWS team deliver another great 

conference in 2008.

Mark Tayar, FEWS Founder & Director





Message from a delegate

The Future Entrepreneurs of the World Summit (FEWS) has benefited me in many ways.  

The Summit was inspiring, useful and challenging.  Three main benefits I enjoyed from 

FEWS are skills, contacts and ideas.  

First, I appreciated having the opportunity to learn the skills needed to create a proper 

pitch.  Through speeches and the FEWSion sessions I learnt more about the skills

needed to start a business and had a hands-on opportunity to try.  Second, the 

connections I made with other enthusiastic young people from all around the world will 

be very useful in the future.  These young entrepreneurs live with passion and energy, 

ready to explore any potential opportunities.  Finally, the ideas that were presented by the 

speakers are ones that will stick in my mind as I venture into entrepreneurship through 

my role as Director of U@MQ and elsewhere in my life.

Nicholas Mueller

As well as a FEWS delegate, Nicholas is a Student Representative on Macquarie 

University Council and a director of non-profit Student Services Company, U@MQ.





Our Story

As part of Macquarie’s Global Leadership Program (GLP), Mark Tayar and several members of 

the FEWS team were given the opportunity to attend youth leadership conferences in places such 

as Prague, Hong Kong and Auckland.  While at one of these conferences, Mark Tayar realised the 

impact such events could have on young people. So Mark set about developing the Future 

Entrepreneurs of the World Summit.

Entrepreneurship is often neglected as a viable career option. However, active student groups 

such as the Asia-Pacific Student Entrepreneurship Society (ASES) and Students In Free 

Enterprise (SIFE) have brought together young people who are passionate about 

entrepreneurship. With ASES, SIFE and now FEWS events, the community of young 

entrepreneurs is growing and becoming more globally connected. Now more students are taking 

the leap into entrepreneurial leadership.

FEWS  exists to support the next generation of entrepreneurs. Through networking, workshops 

and speeches from top entrepreneurs, FEWS will help this generation to create economic 

opportunities for others in their community. 





Our Program

The main vehicle for inspiring students to become entrepreneurs is a four-day summit which in 

2007 was held in July. Summit is tightly scheduled with four types of learning activities: 

Keynote speeches – Top entrepreneurs share their stories and offer practical advice

Networking events – Delegates learn the importance of networking

Peer-assisted learning – Delegates learn from each other in an informal setting

Workshops known as FEWSion – In teams delegates must develop business ideas. 

FEWSion is a five step process as shown by the diagram below.





Our Achievements

Key Metrics

25 volunteers trained

46 delegates impacted

7 university supporting departments

12 businesses sponsoring the project

2000 hours spent on the project by students

150 hours of advice received

166 applications received Origins of FEWS Delegates

Objective 1: Teach Entrepreneurship – Sessions for 46 delegates covered key entrepreneurship

topics: networking, idea generation, financing, marketing, leadership, and personal development

Objective 2: Develop Skills of Organisers – 25 volunteers learnt first-hand about small business

management and improved communication, interpersonal and teaching skills.

Objective 3: Run a fun and worthwhile conference – Positive feedback suggests that most

participants judged FEWS 07 to be enjoyable and useful

Objective 4: Ensure the long-term sustainability – Through collective intelligence compiled online ,

procedures were documented and advice for future events is readily available





Measuring Success
Based on the criteria developed by Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE) we have made the 

following self-assessment. This criteria looks at measuring how effectively the project 

created economic opportunity for others by helping them:

Understand how a market based economic system operates

Professors from Macquarie Graduate School of Management and the Macquarie Institute for 

Innovation taught delegates about market economics and the role of the entrepreneur in the global 

economy,

Acquire the education and skill training needed to succeed in a dynamic competitive global 

economy.

FEWSion workshops helped refine team-work, and interpersonal skills. The case study sessions 

improved analytic skills and social events allowed delegates to practice networking.

Learn how to succeed as an entrepreneur and/or improve an existing business

All the necessary skills to succeed as an entrepreneur were addressed. Top entrepreneurs shared 

their secrets for success and advised delegates on how to grow their businesses.

Understand that the long-term success and prosperity of a market economy, businesses and 

individuals are dependent on ethical business practices.

Activities promoted ethical decision making and several speakers demonstrated how to balance 

business and social goals.





Our Future

Additionally, SIFE encourages development of a strategy to ensure the long-term sustainability of 

their team and educational programs. In accordance with the FEWS mission:

“We will help lift the spirit of enterprise across the world. This will be achieved by providing 

promising delegates with an opportunity to realise their entrepreneurial potential, recognise the 

need for corporate innovation, and network with like-minded individuals.”

To sustain this mission the 2007 organising team will become advisors to the 2008 team and 

caretakers of the FEWS mission. These caretakers will distribute remaining FEWS profits in the 

form of grants and scholarships to FEWS 2008 delegates and advisors. After a suitable host for 

the 2008 event has been chosen the new team will sign a commitment to upholding the FEWS 

vision, values and mission. The Stockholm School of Entrepreneurship is a potential host for the 

2008 event as it has met the criteria of having faculty support, a good location and an outstanding 

reputation for entrepreneurship education.

Volunteers in Australia will support the 2008 event with advice and marketing activities as well as 

running regional entrepreneurship education programs from Macquarie University.
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Our Speakers

Allan Ryan BEng (Hons) 

Director, Managed Innovation 

www.managedinnovation.com

Jack Heath 

Founder, Inspire Foundation 

www.inspire.org.au

Dr. Michelle Deaker

CEO, OneVentures

www.one-ventures.com

Emma Brown

Founder, Business Chicks 

www.businesschicks.com.au

Angela Wieker MBA

Marketing Manager, Cochlear

www.cochlear.com.au

Prof Hugh Morrow B.Eng, MBA 

Director, Social Economy 

Executive Education Network 

(SEEEN)

Naomi Simson

CEO, RedBalloon Days

www.naomisimson.com

BRW Panel Members:

Jane Searle - BRW

Ivan Kaye - Business Strategies

Leon Lau - Peoplebank

David Stevens - Brennan IT

Pitch Judges:

Christopher Witt

Nick Kaye

Michelle Deaker

http://www.managedinnovation.com/
http://www.inspire.org.au/
http://www.one-ventures.com/
http://www.one-ventures.com/
http://www.one-ventures.com/
http://www.businesschicks.com.au/
http://www.cochlear.com.au/
http://www.naomisimson.com/




How you can get involved

Thanks to everyone who helped make 2007 such a successful year.  The success of FEWS is 

dependent on the generosity, passion and commitment of three main stakeholders:

FEWS Advisors and Organisers

Sponsors and supporting departments

Delegates and workshop participants

If you share our vision for creating opportunities for young people you can join the FEWS 

community as:

A delegate for FEWS 2008 which is likely to be held in Stockholm in July

A member of the organising committee

A FEWS sponsor

A participant of FEWS Australia workshops and conferences

For more information on these opportunities please send an email to:

info@fews.com.au

mailto:info@fews.com.au


www.fews.com.au




